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[00:00:01] What's up, my friend? This is Coffee with Kaizen number 34. And the title

of this episode will most likely1 be "talk to children". And I feel some type of way2

about that title "talk to children". It sounds kind of weird, right? If somebody said,

"Hey, stranger. Talk to kids". If somebody said that to you, you'd be like, Bro, what

the fuck? What you mean? But I mean exactly what I say. You should talk to

children. I'm here today to talk about why you should talk to more children more

often. Because I was watching my nephew play PlayStation a couple of weeks ago,

and it was just so fascinating3 to me to hear the way he talks to his friends, you

know, their slang and their expressions and all that type of stuff.

[00:00:46] Because, I mean, you know, like older people, teenagers, and children,

we all have our own way of talking, even if we speak the same language. And the

next generation4 always innovates5, right? In many different ways in fashion,

music, business, I mean, all kinds of things. But particularly language, right? The

next generation invents6 their own slang and expressions and they have their own

6 to create something

5 to introduce changes and new ideas in something established

4 all the people of about the same age within a society

3 extremely interesting; captivating

2 having negative feelings about something; description of any emotional or physical feeling

1 very probably
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way of interacting7 with each other and stuff like that that we as adults or older

people might not totally understand or be familiar with. Right? And a lot of times in

general, a lot of adults think about children as if children and babies are the same

thing. Because a baby is like this adorable, cute, little, helpless8 human being. And

it's, you know, it's so cute. They don't understand half the stuff that you're saying

and they don't understand anything about how life works, how society9 works, and

all these things.

[00:01:44] So there are certain things you can't talk about them or excuse me, there

are certain things you can't talk about with them because they just won't

comprehend10 and they won't be able to even express themselves to you. But a

kid, you know, eight years old, nine years old, twelve years old, you can talk to these

people, you know? And a lot of people look at kids these age as if they're just silly11

little kids. They don't know anything. They don't understand life. We can't talk about

anything interesting. We can't have an intelligent conversation. It's just a kid. But I

completely disagree, man. I completely disagree. I mean, in my experience, if you

give kids the chance a lot of times they might surprise you. A lot of kids know a lot

11 showing little thought or judgment; stupid or foolish

10 to understand something completely

9 a group of people who live together in a particular social system

8 unable to do anything to help yourself or anyone else

7 to communicate with or react to
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more than you give them credit for12. A lot of kids understand a lot more than you

give them credit for, you know?

[00:02:40] And even if they don't, you can teach them. That's the point. Because at

nine years old, in most cases, a kid is out of place mentally, linguistically... Where

you can teach them complex13 things. You can have mature conversations. You can

talk to them like adults if you really want to. That's what I prefer to do. I don't like

talking to kids as if they're babies. Like, Hey, how you doing? You're so cute. Good

to see you. You want to play a game? You want some candy? I hate... I shouldn't say

'hate', that's a strong word. But I just don't understand why people talk to children

like that. That shit isn't cute. It's not funny. It doesn't help in any way. The more you

treat a child like a baby, the more they feel they should act like a baby. You know

what I'm saying? I just never understood that.

[00:03:26] Whereas if you talk to a kid the same way you would talk to an adult, in

my experience, the kid will elevate14 intellectually or they will mature faster. And

some people think that's not, that's not a good thing. Some people think that you

should let kids be kids. You shouldn't be trying to get them to mature faster. You

shouldn't be introducing these complex or adult-like15 subjects to them because

15 resembling or characteristic of an adult

14 raise or lift (something) up to a higher position

13 difficult to understand

12 recognize and/or acknowledge
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they just need to enjoy their childhood. And that's true. You should let kids be kids

and enjoy their childhood. But at the end of the day, our job as adults is to prepare

them for adulthood16. Eventually17, they're going to be adults, right? So at what

age do you decide to start treating a kid like an adult? Is it 15? 18, 21? I mean, what's

the age? I don't know.

[00:04:20] But anyway, getting back to what I was saying. I was listening to my

nephew talk to his friends, and it was just so fascinating, man, how they got their

own slang and expressions. And even like, in a group of friends that are eight or

nine years old, they just naturally create their own little hierarchy18. There's like, a

"leader19" in the group, and each member in the group has their own personality

and stuff like that. It's just interesting. It's interesting. Any group of people,

regardless20 of the age, but particularly kids, when you can see those adult-like

traits21 or you can see some of the same behavior that we display22 as adults, it's

kind of funny. It's interesting.

22 to show something

21 a distinguishing quality or characteristic

20 despite; not being affected by something

19 a person in control of a group, country, or situation

18 a system in which people are put at various levels according to their importance

17 at some later time; in the end

16 the part of someone's life when they are an adult
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[00:04:57] And I just think there's so many reasons that you should talk to children.

So sticking with23 the language aspect, just by talking to children, you get more

familiar with24 the new slang, the new expressions like, and you also get to have

your finger on the pulse of25 the next generation. And when I say "you have your

finger on the pulse", I'm saying like, you are directly involved in whatever this thing

is. So if I have my finger on the pulse of the music industry, it means that I'm deeply

involved in it. And I know exactly what's happening. I know what's happening right

now and I know what's about to happen. Right? I'm updated or I'm a... What's the

word? Damn, I can't think of the expression. But I know what's going on. I'm tapped

in26. I'm plugged in27. I'm connected, you know? I'm not oblivious28 to what's going

on. I'm not an outsider29 or something like that.

[00:05:52] So I guess the opposite of having your finger on the pulse would be

being out of touch30. Because to be out of touch with something or someone

means like, it's so distant from you, metaphorically31, that you don't know

31 figurative sense rather than a literal sense

30 not informed about something

29 a person who is not involved with a particular group of people or organization

28 not aware of or not concerned about what is happening around one

27 in touch with what is going on;  very well-informed

26 in touch with what is going on;  very well-informed

25 to know exactly what's happening in (a certain industry, area, etc.)

24 having some knowledge about

23 continue with something
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anything about it or understand it. If I'm out of touch, it means I don't really know

about that. It's like, What? You didn't see the new movie? You didn't hear that new

song? You didn't see that performance? Like, Nah, man, I'm kind of out of touch

with that type of stuff. Which means I don't really know what goes on in that world.

I'm not connected. I have no idea. Right? That's what it means to be out of touch. So

the opposite, I guess, is to have your finger on the pulse, which is, you know, I know

exactly what's going on. I'm plugged in. I'm aware32 of what's happening, you know?

[00:06:33] So when you talk to kids, you have your finger on the pulse of the next

generation. You know what they're thinking about. You know what they talk about.

You know what's important to them. You see what I'm saying? You need to talk to

kids, right? Because they're the future. The next generation is the future. And in my

experience, it's much better to understand what's coming next than it is to reject or

put down or diminish33 what's coming next. That's what a lot of people do like I was

saying, when they think about kids, they're like, Oh, it's just some silly little kid. He

doesn't know shit. It's like, bro, that silly little kid one day we'll be taking care of you.

You're going to be old one day. You won't be able to work or take care of yourself.

And the next generation is the group of people that's going to support society.

That's us right now. In the future is going to be them.

33 to reduce or be reduced in size or importance

32 to have knowledge of something
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[00:07:24] So I don't see any advantage to not being connected to what's coming

next, to not understanding what's coming next. That's in general with technology,

with business, with the economy, with education, whatever. But in this case, kids.

They're the future, you know? I had to take a sip34 of my coffee real quick. It's

Coffee with Kaizen, by the way. But yeah, man. They're the future. You have to talk

to kids. You really do. For so many reasons. I also think you have to talk to kids

because a lot of kids, in my experience, especially these days, don't get listened to

anymore. I can't say any more like that was the case in the past and it's not now.

Because I don't feel like I was listened to as a kid. I feel like most kids in general

aren't listened to by adults or talked to by adults.

[00:08:22] But these days a lot of adults will just hand their kids35 a tablet or

smartphone or the TV remote and say, "Go over there. Be quiet. Leave me alone.

Don't make any noise for 2 hours". Or a lot of parents don't sit down and talk with

their kids on a regular basis36. Just talk about life. My parents never did that shit.

Never. Not once did we sit down and just talk about life or anything like that. What I

was thinking about, what I was going through. Nothing. Nothing. And I just think

you need to talk to kids, man. You need to understand how they think and what's

important to them. And I think when you talk to a kid and more importantly, you

listen to a kid, you're showing them respect and you're showing them that they're

36 quite often and/or in a consistent, regular manner

35 to pass or give something to someone directly

34 to drink, taking only a very small amount at a time
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important and that you value what they have to say. You're interested in what they

have to say.

[00:09:13] And that makes, I think it makes the kid want to talk more. That's how

you gain the trust of a kid and they really start to communicate with you so you can

really know what's going on in their head and inside their live and... inside their life,

excuse me. I just think that's a really important thing to do because a lot of kids

have a lot of thoughts and feelings and they're confused about a lot of things as

they grow up. A lot of things they don't understand. A lot of things they go through

and they don't know why. And a lot of times they don't really have anyone to talk to

about it, or they might not think that anyone could ever understand them.

[00:09:49] So by talking to them and listening to them, you might be able to help

them in that area, you know? You might be able to teach them many things or

explain very simple things to them that they couldn't understand. You can better

prepare them for what's coming next because whether we all like it or not, they're

not going to be kids forever. So by talking to them consistently37, staying in contact

with them, it's almost like you're a mentor38. You know? In a way, that's what

parents are. You are your child's mentor, responsible for helping them grow and

develop as humans. And you can't do that if you're not talking to them, if you're not

having conversations with them.

38 a person who gives a younger or less experienced person help and advice

37 in a way that does not change and continues for a period of time
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[00:10:30] So yeah, man. It's just something to think about. You can learn so much

from talking to kids. The same way you can, like a lot of people will show elders39

respect. Older people, your grandparents, great grandparents... A lot of people will

just naturally show them respect like, they've been through a lot. They've lived a full

life. They're so wise40. They can teach me so much. They've been where I am right

now and they've been where I want to be, so I'm going to listen to them. You ever

notice that? You show older people so much more respect and admiration, and you

give them so much more attention. You listen so much more attentively41 to an

older person who seems wise, but you won't show that same respect to a child

because it's just a silly kid. He doesn't know shit. I just don't think that's the right

mentality to have.

[00:11:21] Kids can teach you so much. Their perspective42 is different, you know?

Everyone's perspective. And really this... the title of this episode should be "talk to

people", right? But I was just thinking about my nephew and how children

specifically don't get talked to or listened to as much as adults. So yeah, man, you

can learn a lot by talking to kids. You can help kids by talking to them. Because I

don't know about you, but I know what it feels like to be a kid and have no one to

talk to. Nobody understands. Nobody can explain anything to me. Nobody listens to

42 a particular way of thinking about something, especially one that is influenced by your beliefs or
experience

41 paying close attention

40 having experience, knowledge, and good judgment

39 an older person
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me or nothing like that. It's not a good feeling, man. It has a negative effect43 on a

kid and the way they develop, you know?

[00:12:10] So I didn't take any notes44 or write anything down45 for this episode. I

think if I would have taken more time to prepare, then I could have given you like, a

logical order and, you know, clear points that I wanted to touch on as reasons why

you should talk to children. But I'm kind of just rambling46 here. I think I've got my

point across47, right? Because at the end of the day, there's many reasons to talk to

kids. You can have your finger on the pulse of the next generation and understand

what's important to them, understand the way they talk, the slang that they use,

and you know, what they want for their future. And maybe you can even help them

prepare themselves to get what they want in the future. You can't do that without

talking to them. And you can't do that without listen... The title of this episode

should be "listen to children", not talk to them. And to listen to them.

[00:12:57] Especially today, because like a lot of... It's crazy to me how so many

parents will give their child a smartphone at six years old, seven years old, eight,

twelve years old. What the fuck does a kid need a smartphone for? What is he going

to call? Nobody. He's going to get on these fucking apps, these websites or

47 to make something understandable or clear

46 talking without a specific goal, purpose, or direction

45 to write something on a piece of paper or on the computer

44 to write something down

43 the result of a particular influence
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whatever, social media. He's got the world in his hands. And he has no idea how to

process all that information. Now you can put child locks and, you know, security

codes48 on certain websites or apps and shit like that. You can try your hardest to

make sure they can't access certain things, but even still. I don't know. It's just... To

me, it's a little dangerous.

[00:13:44] So now more than ever, we need to talk to kids about what they're

consuming49, what they've seen, what they're thinking about. Because if you're not

talking to your kids, somebody else certainly50 is talking to your kids. And that's

fine. Like, I think it's kind of weird to me as well that a lot of parents won't let their

children talk to strangers. Now, of course, we know that there are many dangers of

letting kids talk to strangers, but as long as they're supervised51, I don't see the

problem. They need to be exposed52 to other adults, other kids, other ways of

thinking, other cultures, other lifestyles, philosophies, all that. They need to be

exposed to that as early as possible.

[00:14:19] But as the parent or the big brother or sister, as the aunt or uncle or

whatever, I still think it's our responsibility to talk to them as well. About all the stuff

52 not shielded or protected; introduced or presented to

51 to watch a person or activity to make sure that everything is done correctly, safely, etc

50 undoubtedly; definitely; surely

49 completely filling one's mind and attention; absorbing

48 a password (usually numbers) needed in order to gain access to something
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that they're consuming, about all the stuff that they're experiencing. Because at the

end of the day, life is life. Being a kid is being a kid. Being an adult is being an adult.

I don't think that's ever going to change. However, times have changed. Being a kid

today isn't necessarily the same thing as being a kid 20 years ago or 40 years ago,

or 60 years ago. Things have changed. And we have to talk about those changes, I

think. We have to have our finger on the pulse of society, of the next generation

because that's the future. You know? So that's one reason. But also, I think kids can

teach you so much, you know? Because their perspective is so different.

[00:15:15] And just because they're young doesn't mean that they can't teach you

something or see the same situation in a better way or a more productive way or

more advantageous53 way. You just never know. So that's another reason. And

because I think kids are getting talked to by the ones closest to them a lot less and

they're being listened to a lot less. And I could be wrong. Just the impression I have.

But, I know what it feels like, and I'm sure... I don't know. But I imagine you know

what it feels like. To not be listened to or valued or respected or... Or any of that.

I'm sure you know what it feels like. Like, Man, I wish I had somebody to talk to.

Somebody that would listen, somebody that would understand. Kids feel like that

every day. Adults feel like that, shit. Adults feel like that. But our time has gone.

We're not kids anymore, right? But we can make sure that the next generation

doesn't have to feel that way or go through that. Just by talking and listening to

them, you know?

53 likely to benefit you and bring success
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[00:16:26] So anyway, I'm sure I've got my point across and give you a couple things

to think about, a couple of reasons you should talk to kids a lot more. The reasons

you should listen to kids a lot more. I'm not going to keep rambling or keep you

here any longer, my friend. I just wanted to share that idea with you and

encourage54 you. Talk to kids more. Show them the same respect that you would

show an adult. Show them the same, let's say, patience and courtesy55 that you

would show an elder that you respect. Just watch the difference. Watch what

happens. Start talking to kids the same way you talk to any other adult. Start having

those kinds of conversations and watch what happens. And let me know what

happens. I'm very curious.

[00:17:13] But, I guess that's a good place to cut it, man. This is Coffee with Kaizen

number 34. My name is Tony Kaizen, and I'm reminding56 you to talk to kids and

more importantly, listen to your kids. All right? But that's it for now, my friend.

Hopefully, you enjoyed this episode and it gave you some things to think about.

And more podcast episodes coming soon, my friend. Thank you so much for being

a member of the Life in English community, man. You have no idea how much I

appreciate you and your support and you being a part of this community. So, yeah.

That's it for now, man. Coffee with Kaizen number 34 in the books and I will talk to

you later. Peace!

56 cause (someone) to remember or think of something or someone

55 state of being respectful and considerate of others

54 give someone confidence and support to do something
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[END OF EPISODE]
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Key vocabulary

Most likely: very probably

Feel some type of way: having negative feelings about something; description of

any emotional or physical feeling

Fascinating: extremely interesting; captivating

Generation: all the people of about the same age within a society

Innovates: to introduce changes and new ideas in something established

Invents: to create something

Interacting: to communicate with or react to

Helpless: unable to do anything to help yourself or anyone else

Society: a group of people who live together in a particular social system

Comprehend: to understand something completely
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Silly: showing little thought or judgment; stupid or foolish

Give them credit for: recognize and/or acknowledge

Complex: difficult to understand

Elevate: raise or lift (something) up to a higher position

Adult-like: resembling or characteristic of an adult

Adulthood: the part of someone's life when they are an adult

Eventually: at some later time; in the end

Hierarchy: a system in which people are put at various levels according to their

importance

Leader: a person in control of a group, country, or situation

Regardless: despite; not being affected by something

Traits: a distinguishing quality or characteristic
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Display: to show something

Sticking with: continue with something

Familiar with: having some knowledge about

Have your finger on the pulse of: to know exactly what's happening in (a certain

industry, area, etc.)

Tapped in: in touch with what is going on; very well-informed

Plugged in: in touch with what is going on; very well-informed

Oblivious: not aware of or not concerned about what is happening around one

Outsider: a person who is not involved with a particular group of people or

organization

Being out of touch: not informed about something

Metaphorically: figurative sense rather than a literal sense

Aware: to have knowledge of something
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Diminish: to reduce or be reduced in size or importance

Take a sip: to drink, taking only a very small amount at a time

Hand their kids: to pass or give something to someone directly

Regular basis: quite often and/or in a consistent, regular manner

Consistently: in a way that does not change and continues for a period of time

Mentor: a person who gives a younger or less experienced person help and advice

Elders: an older person

Wise: having experience, knowledge, and good judgment

Attentively: paying close attention

Perspective: a particular way of thinking about something, especially one that is

influenced by your beliefs or experience

Effect: the result of a particular influence

Take any notes: to write something down
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Write anything down: to write something on a piece of paper or on the computer

Rambling: talking without a specific goal, purpose, or direction

Got my point across: to make something understandable or clear

Security codes: a password (usually numbers) needed in order to gain access to

something

Consuming: completely filling one's mind and attention; absorbing

Certainly: undoubtedly; definitely; surely

Supervised: to watch a person or activity to make sure that everything is done

correctly, safely, etc

Exposed: not shielded or protected; introduced or presented to

Advantageous: likely to benefit you and bring success

Encourage: give someone confidence and support to do something

Courtesy: state of being respectful and considerate of others
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Reminding: cause (someone) to remember or think of something or someone
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